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MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES for
StoneLok™-SEALED FLOORS
The following procedures apply AFTER finishes are FULLY CURED.
Frequency of procedures depends on substrate and use conditions.
1.

Wipe up spills immediately with damp cloth.

2.

Dust mop regularly to maintain dust-free, slip-resistant surface.

3.

For light traffic, clean with a 1:32 – 1:48 dilution of RJSC StoneClean™ “60”
Concentrate in CLEAN water with CLEAN/NEW sponge/microfiber mop.
For light-medium traffic, use a 1:80 or 1:96 dilution of StoneClean “104”
(1 ounce concentrate : 2 ½ - 3 quarts water). Change water regularly.
Scuff marks from vibram soles occur on all floors. These will typically be
removed by regular cleaning protocols. On a spot basis you can lightly
mist with 409 and immediately wipe off with a soft clean cloth or sponge.
For medium-high traffic, use light-weight, automatic scrubber with
StoneClean “104” in 1:96 or 1:80 dilution (4 – 4 ½ ounces Concentrate :
3 gallons water). Use an EXTREMELY SOFT BRUSH to agitate solution.
NEVER use abrasive pads or harsh-bristle brushes.
NEVER use aggressive or acidic cleaners or strippers. [Other neutral
cleaners are acceptable but may not be as effective in lifting
contamination].
For high-traffic floors, high exposure floors, RJSC SuperTop™-XL
renewable floor finish is recommended. Contact your contractor or RJSC
for more information.

4.

Chewing gum will often release during normal cleaning. If not, lift off
(don’t scrape) immediately after StoneClean cleaning.

5.

Use walk-off mats in inclement weather. Do not leave wet mats on surface
for extended periods. StoneLok urethanes are not designed for protection
under standing water conditions.

6.

Use felt pads (or “hard-surface casters”) on furniture bases. Use hardwood
chair mats for all chairs.

7.

If gouging or other damage occurs, spot retouch over clean surface with
original sealer formulation to prevent dirt and contamination from passing
to the substrate. If retouching is required, contact the sealer applicator.
SUBJECT TO RJSC MSDS & LIMITED WARRANTY.
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